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 It's as if he's swallowed a garbage disposal, the way he's growling. 
It's a deep stone and metal growl, turning over and over, vibrating his throat 
and chest, a growl that scares away the chickens and plants pause in any 
nearby hand or paw. This growl's an automatic response; whenever 
Dilbert's teeth sink into anything, a gurgling, rock-smashing growl starts 
swimming up his throat. Helps him focus.  Helps him laser his slice and 
chew. Besides, Dilbert likes the grit-gravel sound of his own growl, seems 
to stretch out his chest, seems to sharpen the bite in his teeth. 
  And presently, this hound dog bite is aimed at pulling one big, clunky 
spy trunk out a small doghouse door. Thus, his current bite and growl. 
Dilbert locks his crunch on the trunk's leathered handle and then tugs.  
Then tugs it some more. The bulky spy trunk calumps and clatter-thumps 
as its bottom scoots across his doghouse floor. Dilbert's neck is stretched 
long. His tail is stiffly pointed out the door. And the whites of his eyes are 
wrestling with his pupils. He takes a deep breathe, then yanks the spy 
trunk's handle again… Kathump. The doorframe rattles. And so do his 
teeth. He glares at the wide sides of the trunk; he scowls at the skinny 
doghouse door. But he's a dogged dog, so he inhales and prepares to give 
it another go, this time with a lot more bite in the yank…Kathumppp. The 
trunk whacks into the doorframe, rattling each tooth in his mouth so 
forcefully they bark at his brain. Ouch. He lets go and stares at the trunk so 
he can pant while he thinks. 
 How did I fit it through this door in the first place? He hound-huffs, 
staring at the stubborn contraption—staring and breathing, breathing and 
staring, his lungs stretching, fanning the air for an idea.  
  After a moment, the lung-pumps steady his insides, clearing the blur 
in his brain—then he remembers—the removable roof. Mr. Fieldjoy made 
the doghouse with a removable roof. He remembers Mr. Fieldjoy hunched 
over the doghouse, rubbing his aching back, his tools surrounding him. 
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 It was Mr. Fieldjoy who had put the trunk inside the place—along with 
all the other nice things his doghouse has, like his hound-sized couch and 
table. It was so clever of Mr. Fieldjoy to make it so the roof came off—
 "That’s how he got everything inside," Dilbert whispers to his own 
ears.
And that's why I can't work the trunk out the door, he thinks, swallowing the 
realization, which tells his muscles to let go of their fisted knots. It's the way 
Mr. Fieldjoy designed the place. 
 His place, it's a darn jazzed-up, snuggle-down kind of place, even a 
ruler-straight Dilbert can bend to admit that. Everyone who sees Dilbert’s 
place says how it’s quite the doghouse—it’s even got an air conditioner, for 
crying out loud. But what it hasn’t got, is a door big enough for Dilbert to get 
this blasted trunk out. The detective peers upward at the roof, then down at 
the couch, then up at the roof again.
 Maybe, if I jump hard enough and pump my arms fast enough, 
maybe, the couch will bounce me high enough so my snout hits the ceiling 
and—knocks the roof off. 
 This is not a great idea. Dilbert's forgotten about the sturdy metal 
latches that attach the roof to the house. He’s in for some serious pain if he 
continues with this plan. 
 Luckily, his thoughts are interrupted.
 “D-i-l-b-e-r-t,” Mrs. Fieldjoy's voice butterflies through his phone line. 
Yes—a phone. Dilbert does indeed have a phone—at least that’s what 
Dilbert and Thester call the thing, in their own animal language, of course. 
It's a clever innovation, this doghouse phone of Dilbert's. And it wasn’t Mr. 
Fieldjoy who did the innovating this time; it was the two scallawags Thester 
and Dilbert. A while back the rascals discovered a rusty, lose drainpipe on 
the farm and drug it over to the doghouse, lining it up so that one pipe 
section runs from the barn into Dilbert’s place, and the other portion runs 
from Dilbert’s place toward the farmhouse, stopping near the kitchen door. 
It wasn’t long before Mrs. Fieldjoy caught on and started using the pipe to 
call Dilbert for dinner. 
 You’d think Thester would be jealous of Dilbert’s luxurious set up. 
He’s not. He doesn't need a doghouse; he loves his freedom, loves to slink 
around the farm wherever he wants. Besides, he uses the phone plenty, 
more than Dilbert even knows.  Thester often dips into the barn to whisper 
into the pipe-phone. Sometimes, if he can’t coax Dilbert out of his 
doghouse to play, he tries to see if he can hypnotize him. 
 “You’re getting sleepy, very sleepy…” 
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 Hasn’t worked yet; he usually just gets an earful of woofing when he 
tries. But Thester’s a perseverant horse; he figures ideas pop into his head 
for a reason.
 “Detective D-i-l-b-e-r-t,” Mrs. Fieldjoy calls again.
 Dilbert's ears perk into exclamation points. It's Mrs. Fieldjoy! He spins 
around and dives for the farmhouse, lunging into a gallop; he does this so 
arrow-fast that for a second all four paws are airborne. All thoughts of trunk 
and too-small door are completely abandoned.
 Meanwhile, Thester, who’s been hiding in the barn this whole time, 
standing in a dark corner with his ear up against the end of the phone-pipe 
to hear what Dilbert's up to, he forgets about his blue-moon, sandwich-
stunt and the possibility of his being in trouble—he forgets and runs, 
zipwhipping it out the barn and over to Mrs. Fieldjoy. Because, as Thester 
would explain, when Mrs. Fieldjoy calls Dilbert, she most definitely means 
to call Thester too. Of course. Why wouldn't she mean "Thester" when she 
calls for Dilbert? It's only fair she does. 
  That Thester, he's like a little brother who’s always in your business, 
spying at you through the crack in the part-way open door, getting into your 
things, messing with your stuff.
 So, right now, here's Dilbert hot-pawing it, angled northwest toward 
Mrs. Fieldjoy and the farmhouse, his feet a whirling blur, paddling the air 
molecules that sit about a fourth of an inch above the earth—and there's 
Thester, tearing out of the barn and across the lawn, bolting northeast, his 
fat, rubbery lips bouncing chaotically as he runs. Both headed toward the 
farmhouse, coming from opposite directions. And when the two intersect 
midway, they do as usual: they both bounce onto their back feet, reach 
upward with their front and then paw-pattycake each other. Next, they spin 
one jumpy carousel-whirl—both of 'em, their tongues slopping out of their 
mouths and bouncing about all crazy like. It takes about two seconds for all 
this. Then, they're scissoring the space between them and Mrs. Fieldjoy. It's 
a race. It's always a race.
 This time Dilbert reaches her first.
 When he does, he sits up all pretty-like, flashing his butter-and-cream 
eyes at her. She hunches over him, putting her forehead to his, scratching 
behind one of his ears. In return, the serious Dilbert gives her a doggy-style 
smile, his tail slapping the ground. Thester rushes over. He gets there just 
in time to hear Mrs. Fieldjoy say the word trip. The horse worriedly looks at 
his hound dog pal, but Dilbert gives Mrs. Fieldjoy a happy “Ruff ruff.” Not a 
sound heard from those saggy lips very often. 
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 Could they be going too?! Thester and Dilbert with the Fieldjoys? 
Going on a trip? The hope inside Thester widens his chest.
 He scoops his head under Mrs. Fieldjoy’s hand, lifting it off Dilbert's 
head, and gives a soft whinny.
 “Hi ya, boy,” Mrs. Fieldjoy says, rubbing the section between 
Thester’s eyes. “Will you be a good horse and watch over the farm while 
we’re gone?”
 Thester deflates, tail drops, ears flatten. He’s not going? He looks up 
at Mrs. Fieldjoy, trying to give her that sad, don’t-you-love-me look. That’s 
when he notices the blue-moon suitcase on the porch; alongside it is 
“Dilbert’s doggy bag” as Mrs. Fieldjoy calls it. That Dilbert doggy bag shows 
up whenever the Fieldjoys are taking Dilbert to town. Dilbert stops his 
gleeful panting and gazes at Thester; he tilts his head to one side, his 
saggy fat rolls smushing together more tightly, his droopy eyes scanning 
Thester's face for an emotion.
 “It’ll be OK, Thester," Mrs. Fieldjoy says. "We’ll be back soon, and you 
know Joey—he’ll watch over you.” She tries quieting the jitters in her horse, 
but the farmhand will be no substitute for Thester's family.
 Dilbert turns to Mrs. Fieldjoy, “Woof!” This woof is hound language for 
“Thester should go too!” But Mrs. Fieldjoy doesn’t seem to understand.
 Thester's lips rattle; he paws at the ground with one hoof, an action 
meaning: Joey’s a good guy and all, but you need me.
 It isn't long before Thester hears the click-thunk of the car's trunk and 
the kadunkclick of the car door. Seconds following, it's the harrumm of the 
motor that's filling his flattened ears. Thester stands there, looking like he's 
melting, his droopy eyes staring into the car's back window, looking at 
Dilbert. Poor horse is an old, wet dishtowel, a soggy mess of 
abandonment. 
 Dilbert jumps around, snapping his front paws onto the window's 
edge so he’s facing the back of the car, peering through the window at 
Thester.  “Woof!” he says so loudly he makes the Fieldjoys jump. This woof 
is Dilbert language for: so long; don’t be sad. 
 Thester whinnies, bobbing his head up and down. He gives the 
ground a nice pawing for emphasis.
 “Whoa, old boy," the farmhand puts his arm around Thester's neck 
and gives a nice pat. "I always take good care of you. Don’t I?” He runs his 
hand down Thester's side. 
 As the car rolls away, Mrs. Fieldjoy rolls down the window, “We’ll see 
you soon. Bye Thester!” she yells. 
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 “Woof!” Dilbert hollers out the window and into Mrs. Fieldjoy’s ear. 
Next thing Thester sees is Dilbert sticking his rump out the window, giving 
Thester the straight-tail salute, which is Dilbert language meaning: I’m glad 
I’m going, wish you were too—at least Thester hopes that's what it means.
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